We introduce a novel parallel multigrid algorithm, referred to as the finite-element multigrid Gaussian belief propagation (FMGaBP), to accelerate the convergence of the recently introduced finite-element Gaussian belief propagation solver. The FMGaBP algorithm processes the FEM computation in a fully distributed and parallel manner, with stencil-like element-by-element operations, demonstrating high parallel efficiency. The results for both sequential as well as parallel message scheduling versions of FMGaBP demonstrate high convergence rates independent of the scale of discretization on the finest mesh. In comparison with the multigrid preconditioned conjugate gradient (MG-PCG) solver, the FMGaBP algorithm demonstrates considerable iteration reductions as tested by Laplace benchmark problems. In addition, the parallel implementation of FMGaBP shows a speedup of 2.9 times over the parallel implementation of MG-PCG using eight CPU cores.
I. INTRODUCTION
G AUSSIAN belief propagation (GaBP) is a variant of the belief propagation (BP) algorithm originally used to compute marginal distributions on graphical models [1] . GaBP was also introduced as a distributed solver for linear systems of equations [2] , [3] that demonstrated great potential for parallel hardware implementations for FEMs [4] , [5] . In addition, GaBP has been shown to outperform classical iterative solvers such as Gauss-Seidel and Jacobi [2] . However, such algorithms, which are derived based on pairwise interconnect assumptions on the underlying graphical model, suffer mostly from lack of convergence when diagonal dominance properties are not met. To address these convergence shortcomings and improve the parallel efficiency of the FEM computation the FEM-GaBP (FGaBP) algorithm was recently introduced, which was derived directly from a FEM variational formulation [6] . The FGaBP algorithm solves the FEM in parallel element by element without the need to assemble a global sparse matrix. FGaBP can be shown empirically to reach high parallel efficiency as the scale of the FEM problem increases [6] . However, like most of the iterative solvers, the FGaBP convergence rate tends to stall when executed on fine meshes.
In this paper, we address this issue by introducing the novel finite-element multigrid GaBP (FMGaBP) algorithm. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first multigrid formulation for continuous domain GaBP algorithms that is derived directly from a variational formulation of the FEM. Our empirical results for FMGaBP demonstrate that the new algorithm achieves high convergence rates, typical of multigrid, which is independent of the scale of the finest grid. In addition, we show for a benchmark Laplace problem that FMGaBP requires considerably less iterations than the multigrid preconditioned conjugate gradient (MG-PCG) solver. The eight-thread multicore implementation of FMGaBP demonstrates speedups of up to 2.9 times over the MG-PCG solver implemented by the multithreaded library deal.II [7] . This paper is organized as follows. In the following section, we present a brief summary of the FGaBP algorithm. Then, we present the multigrid formulation of the FMGaBP algorithm. Finally, we conclude with the performance results.
II. FGaBP ALGORITHM
Multigrid techniques can vary widely using different relaxation algorithms with different smoothing properties, the approach of generating the course grid operators, and the types of grid transfer operations that involve interpolation and restriction generally independent of the nature of the problem [8] . In this paper, we introduce an efficient adaptation of multigrid techniques to the parallel FGaBP algorithm resulting in the FMGaBP algorithm. The FMGaBP algorithm considerably improves the FGaBP convergence rate while maintaining high parallel efficiency of stencil-like, element-byelement, operations. To later illustrate the FMGaBP algorithm, we present here a brief background on the FGaBP algorithm.
The FGaBP algorithm can be derived directly from the FEM variational formulation of the scalar Helmholtz equation. The FEM approximates the solution to the Helmholtz equation by rendering stationary the following functional [9] :
where S is the set of all finite elements, U s are the field unknowns for element s, and F s is the energy contribution of each finite element which can, generally, be stated as
in which we refer to M s as the element characteristic matrix with dimensions n × n where n is the number of unknowns per element and B s is the element source vector. The FGaBP algorithm solves the FEM problem using BP inference to find the stationary point of the energy functional (1). We start by formulating FEM as a variational inference problem by modifying (1) as follows:
where Z is a normalizing constant and s (U s ) are local factor functions of the local finite element variables U s defined as
It is worth noting here that s as defined in (4) takes a multivariate Gaussian form albeit unnormalized when the characteristic matrix M s is symmetric and positive definite. It can be shown that P as in (3) represents a Gaussian multivariate probability distribution when F is convex quadratic [10] . Hence, the optimality condition of F can be restated as arg min
where the variables vector U represents joint Gaussian random variables under the distribution P. Since P is maximized when U = μ, where μ is the mean vector of P, the FEM minimization problem of the functional F is transformed into a computational inference problem of finding the marginal means of the random variables U under the distribution P. Hence, BP inference algorithms can be employed to compute the marginal means of the random variables U . Given the probability distribution P being represented in a factored form, as shown in (3), we can define a graphical model to facilitate the derivation of the BP update rules to infer the marginal distributions of the random variables U . Such a graphical model is referred to as an FG [11] , which, in our setting, we refer to as a FEM-FG. The FEM-FG is shown in Fig. 1(c) . Using the FEM-FG, we can execute the general BP update rules [1] by passing two types of messages. A factor node message m a→i sent from a factor node a to a connected variable node u i ; and a variable node message η i→a sent back from the variable node u i to the factor node a . The general BP update rules are stated as follows:
where N (a) is the set of all nodes' indices connected to node index a, referred to as the neighborhood set of a; N (a) \ i is the neighborhood set of a minus node i ; b i (u i ) is referred to as the belief at node i . By representing the variable nodes u i as Gaussian random variables, the BP updates can be solved in a closed form resulting in the FGaBP algorithm as follows. 1) For each variable node i , compute variable node messages (α ia , β ia ) to each factor node a ∈ N (i ) as follows:
2) To compute the factor node messages we first define A, B, W , and K for each factor node a as follows:
where {i 1 , i 2 , . . . , i n } = N (a), M and B are the element a characteristic matrix and source vector as defined in (4) with s = a. We then partition W and K as follows:
where L(i ) is the local index corresponding to the global node i . Now, compute and send factor node a messages (α ai , β ai ) to each variable node i as follows:
3) A priori, all the messages are initialized as α = 1 and β = 0. Messages can be communicated according to any schedule. Once the messages converge, the nodal means, or solutions, μ i can be obtained by
Finally, essential boundary conditions can be incorporated directly into s in (4) on an element-by-element basis. It is worth noting here that the FGaBP update rules in (12) and (13) are based on distributed local computations performed using matrices of order (n − 1). In addition, the update rules, as shown here, are applicable for any arbitrary element geometrical shape or interpolation order, hence introducing great flexibility in FGaBP implementations.
III. FMGaBP ALGORITHM
The distinguishing feature of the FGaBP algorithm is solving the FEM in parallel, element by element, without needing to assemble a large sparse matrix or performing any global algebraic operation such as sparse matrix-vector multiplication. These key advantages, which have important implications for parallel hardware implementations, are maintained by the new multigrid formulation for FMGaBP. This is accomplished using the FGaBP as a level smoother for the FMGaBP algorithm. As a result, the multigrid transfer operations take a different form, which is more computationally decoupled and localized. To illustrate the FMGaBP formulation, we define a quantity, associated with each individual finite element a, referred to as the factor node belief b a . The belief b a takes the form of a multivariate Gaussian distribution as
where W a is the inverse covariance of the factor node belief, K a is the source vector with the same dimension, and u a is a vector of random unknowns linked to the finite element a.
Matrix W a and vector K a are updated each iteration according to (11) . By observing the dynamics of the message update rules of the BP algorithm in (6)- (8), we can deduce that at message convergence, the joint mean vector of b a , given bȳ u a = W −1 a K a as computed from the local factor perspective, will be equal to the marginal means of each of the random unknowns u a as computed from global perspective by (14) . Using this observation, we can formulate a quantity referred to as the belief residual r a given by
Using multiple grids with refinement by splitting and using a consistent local node numbering between each set of parentchild elements, the belief residuals of each group of child elements can be locally restricted into the parent element as
where K H a is the source vector of the parent element, r h a is the accumulated local residual of child elements, and R l is the child-parent local restriction operator. Similarly, we can use local operations for interpolation to apply the corrections from the coarse elements as follows:
Using the level updatedū h a , we can reinitialize the corresponding level local messages using (16) with r a → 0 and solve for K a . In this setup, we keep the α ai messages fixed for each level and only reinitialize the β ai messages. For self-adjoint problems, R l is typically the transpose of I l .
It is important to note that both operators I l and R l do not require any storage nor do they contain any references to global node numbers; hence, their effect can be produced using a generic local node numbering association between each parent-child element set, as shown in Fig. 2(d) . As a result, the restriction and interpolation functions can be implemented in FMGaBP using embarrassingly parallel and efficient stencillike operations. Since it can be shown that convergence is achieved when the level restricted local residuals approach zero, the resulting multigrid FMGaBP algorithm becomes a fixed-point algorithm for the stationary solution point.
IV. RESULT
The performance of the FMGaBP algorithm is demonstrated using two Laplace benchmark problems, as shown in Fig. 3 . The first problem is the shielded strip conductor (SSC) using two different material properties; and the second is the L-shaped corner of the square coaxial conductor (LSC). Both problems employ Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions. The FMGaBP is coded using C++ object-oriented programming approach. The element matrices and source vectors are the only input to the FMGaBP algorithm. Two opensource software libraries were used to formulate the FEM problem and assemble the local element matrices and vectors. The SSC problem was formulated using the library Get-FEM++ [12] with semi-irregular triangular meshes; while the LSC problem was formulated using the library deal.II [7] with hierarchical quadrilateral meshes. Since deal.II inherently supports hierarchical meshes and multigrid solvers using parallel implementations, it was used for performance comparisons. A V-cycle multigrid scheme is used in all our experiments. All the solvers are terminated when the residual l 2 -norm is dropped to 10 −15 . The FMGaBP algorithm uses the iterative FGaBP as the coarsest level solver; whereas, a householder direct solver was used in deal.II for the MG-PCG solver. Table I shows the FMGaBP convergence results for the SSC problem. The results demonstrate a convergence performance almost independent of the number of unknowns in the finest level. However, a trend of slightly increasing number of iterations is observed. This increase is expected as a result of the strongly varying material coefficients. Table II shows the FMGaBP results for the LSC problem compared with the results from deal.II. The timing results were obtained using a compute node with two quadcore processors of type Intel Xeon X5560 Nehalem with 2.8-GHz clock speed and 8-MB cache. Problem sizes up to 12.6 million unknowns are solved. OpenMP was used to parallelize the FMGaBP. A coloring algorithm is used to guarantee thread safety. The coloring algorithm required minimal overhead, by virtue of using the hierarchical structure of the mesh provided by deal.II. For all timing cases, the best of 40 runs is reported. The MG-PCG solver, used for comparison, is provided by deal.II configured with multithreading enabled. In the timing analysis, we focus only on 2-D problems since 3-D problems require a much larger memory footprint for a single node to handle. Therefore, it is best to analyze large 3-D problems using MPI implementations on multinode clusters. Such implementations will require sophisticated partitioning algorithms, which will be investigated as a future work. Nevertheless, the FMGaBP algorithm was tested to work successfully with 3-D problems as well.
As shown in Table II , the FMGaBP algorithm requires close to half the iteration count of MG-PCG. In addition, the FMGaBP algorithm demonstrates considerable time speedups for both the total setup time and the solve time. Setup operations are not parallelized in these experiments, therefore sequential execution time is reported for the setup phase. The major reductions in setup time were because the FMGaBP, contrary to the deal.II library, does not require the setup of globally large sparse matrices, or level transfer matrices. The FMGaBP algorithm also demonstrated parallel solve time speedups of up to 2.9 times over deal.II's MG-PCG solver. The speedups were due to mainly two factors, the considerable iteration reductions and the higher parallel efficiency of FMGaBP. As a key factor, the FMGaBP implements the level transfer operations as embarrassingly parallel and local stencil-like operations that are inherently thread safe. Fig. 4 shows the speedup factors of FMGaBP for three problem sizes scaled for eight threads. FMGaBP demonstrates approximately linear trends of speedups with increasing number of threads. In addition, the graph trends show increased parallel efficiency as the problem size increases.
V. CONCLUSION
The novel FMGaBP algorithm was introduced and was shown to achieve high parallel performance. In addition, we showed for a benchmark Laplace problem that FMGaBP requires considerably less iterations than the MG-PCG solver. The eight-thread multicore implementation of FMGaBP demonstrates speedups of up to 2.9 times over deal.II's implementation of MG-PCG.
